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My Notes: Approximate Quantity of yarn needed to complete front sideWhite-1 yard Lt. Blue-1 yard Yellow-2 yards Black-3 yards
I cut 30" lengths to work with and keep track of how much I actually use per color. Later I can conserve
yarn by cutting only what I need when doing another. Everyone stitches differently & will use different
quantities. Optional- Before you begin stitching trace the canvas outline onto felt and cut out. When
finished stitching, glue felt to the back of Bee. May also glue on a magnet.

YARN- 3-4 ply
(3ply if using thick yarn)
(4ply if using thinner yarn)

(Diagram 1)
-First stitch the White, Blue, Yellow & Black
Tent stitches.
-Then Backstitch between the wing and body,
and between the wing and top of head.
-Top Stitch the Backstitches down the right
side of head and the smile on its face.

White
Lt. Blue
or Lt. Gray
Yellow
Black
Black
------------------Overcast edge
in Black

Tent Stitch-

This basic
stitch is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.

2
Overcast Stitch

(Diagram 2)
-Top Stitch the Gobelin & Backstitches to form
the antennas.
-Use Overcast Stitch around the outside edge
using black yarn.
-Attach Tie String where indicated by the red dot.
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This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break
2
open the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to
stitch into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.
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Reverse Tent Stitch
faces to the left.

Tie String-Cut a 12" piece of
black yarn and using needle insert
at red dot, tie both ends together
at a 4" length & trim.
Gobelin Stitch-

This
basic stitch is worked
over two or more threads
or intersections. The
lengths of the stitches will
vary according to the
chart.
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My Notes: Approximate Quantity of yarn needed to complete front sideWhite-1 yard Lt. Blue-1 yard Yellow-2 yards Black-3 yards
I cut 30" lengths to work with and keep track of how much I actually use per color. Later I can conserve
yarn by cutting only what I need when doing another. Everyone stitches differently & will use different
quantities. Optional- Before you begin stitching trace the canvas outline onto felt and cut out. When
finished stitching, glue felt to the back of Bee. May also glue on a magnet.

YARN- 3-4 ply
(3ply if using thick yarn)
(4ply if using thinner yarn)

(Diagram 1)
-First stitch the White, Blue, Yellow & Black
Reverse Tent stitches.
-Then Backstitch between the wing and body,
and between the wing and top of head.
-Top Stitch the Backstitches down the left
side of head and the smile on its face.

White
Lt. Blue
or Lt. Gray
Yellow
Black
Black
------------------Overcast edge
in Black
Overcast Stitch

(Diagram 2)
-Top Stitch the Gobelin & Backstitches to form
the antennas.
-Use Overcast Stitch around the outside edge
using black yarn.
-Attach Tie String where indicated by the red dot.

Tent Stitch-
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This basic
stitch is worked in vertical or
horizontal rows over one
intersection, facing to the
right.
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This stitch is used to completely cover the edge of the
canvas. Use an even tension and be gentle on the outer
corners. Too much yarn or pulling too tight can break
2
open the slanted corners; if this happens you'll need to
stitch into the surrounding 3 holes to round the corner as
smoothly as possible.
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Reverse Tent Stitch
faces to the left.

Tie String-Cut a 12" piece of
black yarn and using needle insert
at red dot, tie both ends together
at a 4" length & trim.
Gobelin Stitch-

This
basic stitch is worked
over two or more threads
or intersections. The
lengths of the stitches will
vary according to the
chart.

